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Welcome to the second edition
of REMEDY. Included in this issue
there is guidance on how to sort
and submit your account and more
information on how to reduce your
returned items.
If you have any suggestions for
topics you’d like us to cover in
further issues of Remedy please let
us know.

About Us
Started in 1911 and run by insurance companies. 1.25million items processed per year using pen and paper, total cost being £30,000. Today
we process over 78 million items per year, bringing that total cost up to
a staggering £690 million.
We now process from image and automation is at 70%
Primary Care Services is a
division of the NHS Wales
Shared Services
Partnership
Companies House
Crown Way
Cardiff
CF14 3UB

Sorting and Submitting Prescriptions

What Happens to Your
Account?
Primary Care Services
Document Scanning Team
deal with Prescription
Submissions.
•

Take your delivery and
register your account using
WP34C form

• Prepare the prescriptions
for scanning
• Scan Prescriptions using
IBML high volume scanners
• Your account is then sent
through ICR (Intelligent
Character Recognition)
software to extract the
information from the 2drx
barcodes
The IBML high volume
scanner captures 20,000+
prescriptions per hour,
providing the scripts are in
good condition.
The Document Scanning
Team, scan on average
180,000 prescriptions per day
= 3.2 million prescriptions per
month.
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Preparing your Account for Submission
to PCS
There are approximately 717 community pharmacies in Wales and we
receive on average over 3.2 million prescription forms each month.
Preparing and processing each account for scanning is considered a
mammoth task.
Have a look at the before and after pictures below, the accounts have to
be unpacked and sorted from box to scanner ready, and all completed in
a short period of time, to enable us to process your accounts and attain
payment schedule targets.
Before Preparation
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After Preparation

The following Guidance will help you get your monthly submissions from
this to this:
Before

After

• Remove all patient notes attached to the prescriptions
• Remove foreign objects such as staples without damaging forms where possible
• Keep prescriptions as flat as possible
• Ensure prescriptions have the same orientation
• Ensure all “exceptions” are submitted in group 1A and clearly mark all groups
• Ensure the prescriptions are securely banded within a box size to fit so that they
stay secure during transit. Treat your account submission like it is money and make
sure your packaging is secure and robust, and is resistant to bumps, scrapes and
being mishandled
• Complete and insert the declaration form (WP34C) and make easily available
• Apply the PS colour coded label to the box and ensure PS code is clearly written on
the label
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Common Problems

• If your account reaches PCS later
than the 10th of the month, this
could result in you not receiving an
advance payment, to prevent this,
please ensure that your monthly
submissions reach us by the 10th
of the month
• Boxes without labels: Unidentified
Accounts
• Incorrect organisation name and
address: Lost Accounts
• Damaged Boxes: Risk of Data
Breach
• WP34C Completed Incorrectly
• Loose prescriptions in the box,
please keep flat and secure
• Groups not clearly marked
• Prescription forms containing
staples, stickers and patient
information part, all the above
need to be removed before the
prescription can be scanned
• Numerous Group 1A left in Group 1
• Submitting invoices, Certificates
of Conformity and any non official
forms, these forms are not required
by PCS
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Prescription Deliveries

Deliveries to Companies House are only between the hours of:
7.30am - 3.30pm (Monday - Friday)

Document Scanning Team
Primary Care Services
4th Floor
Companies House
Crown Way
Cardiff
CF14 3UB

Please call ahead for large deliveries (10+) or for any other delivery
issues, please ring 02920 904031 / 32
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Can You Reduce Your Returns?
RB02 - Product Name of Appliance or exact Drug Tariff Items Supplied.
There are many generic appliances that are only available as branded
items listed in Part IX of the Drug Tariff. If you are receiving RB02 returns,
we need you to endorse the prescription with the exact DT item supplied.
See examples below:
Branded Items available in Drug Tariff:

Inadine
Povitulle

Branded Items available in Drug Tariff:

Acti-Fast, CliniFast, Comfifast,
Coverflex, Easifast, Flexifast, Fortuna
Fast, Tubifast

Branded Items available in Drug
Tariff:

Easifix K, K-Band, Knit Band,
Knit Fix

Branded Items available in
Drug Tariff:

BD Microfine Ultra, BD Viva
CarePoint, Glucject and many
more
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RB03 - Presentation/Pharmaceutical Form
This return is commonly seen on hand written forms and the
pharmaceutical form is not stated.
Typical Examples of RB03:
Pharmaceutical forms available:
(Tablets)

Oral Lyophilisate (SF)
Orodispersible Tables (SF)
Orodispersible Tablets
Oral Suspension

Pharmaceutical forms available:

Caps (g/r granules)
Orodispersible Tablets

Products available in Fortisip Range:

Bottle
Compact
Extra
Fruit etc

Please include all relevant endorsements on prescribed items
before submitting them to PCS. This prevents us from having to
return them to you and avoids delay in making payment.
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Visits to Primary Care Services
Would you like the opportunity to come and see how your prescriptions are
processed?
The visits are interactive and are led by PCS staff who are directly involved
in receiving and processing your accounts. You can see the scanning process
in action and prescriptions being processed by experienced staff who can
discreetly answer any queries you may have.

Would you like us to come and visit at your premises?
Do you have any issues with:
•
•
•
•
•

Sorting and submitting your monthly prescriptions
Endorsing your Prescriptions
Payments
Returns
Any other queries or guidance required

Contact our Help Desk (Contact Details P.9) and we will arrange for
experienced members of staff to visit at a time convenient for you.
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Contact Information

Links to more useful information:
Primary Care Services
Community Pharmacy Wales
PSNC
PCS Website
www.primarycareservices.wales.nhs.uk
PCS Helpdesk
02920 904030
PCS Helpdesk E-mail
prescribing.mangement@wales.nhs.uk

Primary Care Services is a division
of the NHS Wales Shared Services
Partnership
Companies House
Crown Way
Cardiff
CF14 3UB
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